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This invention relates to ?les and has for 
‘an important object thereof the provision of 
a ?exible ?le of such construction that it may 
be very conveniently employed for treating 
round surfaces of different diameters. _ 
A more speci?c object of the invention is to 

produce a ?le formed in a plurality of rela 
tively short sections which are pivotally con 
nected wit-h one another in such manner that 
adjacent sections may be relatively posi 
tioned to contact curved surfaces of different 
diameters. 
The invention further resides in the meth 

0d of constructing and connecting the sec 
tions. , 

These and other objects I attain by the con 
struction shown in the accompanying draw 
ing, wherein for the purpose of illustration 
is shown a preferred embodiment of my in 
vention and wherein :— 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a ?le con 

structed in accordance with my invention; 
Figure 2 is a fragmentary plan View there~ 

Figure 3 is a section on the line 3-3 of Fig 
ure 2: ' ~ 

Figure 4.- is a fragmentary plan view show 
ing a sliohtly modi?ed form of ?le sect-ion. 

Referring now more particularly to the 
drawing, the numeral 10 generally designates 
handles to which are linked at 11 the ends of 
a ?le 12 formed in a plurality of sections 13; 
The sections 13 may be formed in a number 
of diiferent ways of which two are illus 
trated. In Figures 1 and 2, the ?le sections 
each comprise a plurality of leaves 14:, the in— 
ner faces of which are provided with ?le or 
shallow saw teeth. The blades are arranged 
in spaced relation to one another and’ are 
mounted at their ends upon pins 15,vwhich 
form the pivots between the sections, the 
blades of each section being stagger-ed with 
relation to the adjacent sections and inter 

digitated therewith. The endmost pins‘ 15 
serve to connect the ends of the ?le band 12 45 
to the links 11, the opposite ends ‘of these ‘ _ 
links being connected to the handle by pins 
16, In Figure 4, the ?le sections are each in 
the form of a block 1'7, one surface of which 
is treated to form a ?le face 18 and the ends 
of which are provided with ears 19 adapted 
to interdigitate with the ears of adjacent 
sections and be pivoted thereto by pins 20. 
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It will be obvious that by either of the con~ ' 
structions referred to, the band produced will 
be'?eXible and may be readily ?tted about a 
curved surface and reciprocated there 
through with relation to the handles 10. It 
will also'be obvious that while I have de 
scribed a structure wherein one face only of 
each of the sections is formed as a ?le, oppo 
site faces thereof may be so constructed, if 
desired. _ ‘ 

Since the constructions illustrated are ca 
pable of a certain range of change and modi 
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?cation without materially departing from ‘ 
the spirit of the invention, I do not limit my 
self to such speci?c structure except as here 
inafter claimed. ’ 

I claim :— I 

A ?le comprising a pair of handles and a 
flexible band connecting the same, said ?ex 
ible band being composed of sections each 
comprising a plurality of ?at leaves having 
?le teeth upon at least one face thereof, said 
leaves being spaced from one another trans 
versely of the sections, the leaves of one sec 
tion being interdigitated with the leaves 
of the adjacent sections and pins extended 
through the interdigitated portions of the 
leaves to pivot-ally connect the same and 
maintain the leaves in assembled relation. 

In testimony whereof I hereunto a?ix my 
signature. 

‘ CHARLES E. BERTELS. 
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